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The History of the Order of the White Moon 1999 – 2009
by HP Kerritwyn

I was a member of the Goddess Christians email list in May of 1999 when Luna
Blanca posted an announcement of her intention to establish an online school to offer
teachings on the Divine Feminine. I was then a member of a traditional Gardnerian-lineage
coven, but it wasn’t working out for several reasons, so I jumped at the chance to learn
more about Luna, and about her new White Moon School. By July I had joined her school,
and thus became one of the Charter Members, the original first 13 members of the White
Moon.
1999 was an exciting year for the White Moon School, as more and more women
joined the group, and began posting on our email chat lists, and doing the lessons that Luna
Blanca crafted. My impressions of our beloved Luna Blanca were strong and clear, from the
very beginning. She was very spiritually connected to Goddess, calm and bold and
confident, extremely intelligent, and very wise as to the ways of women, given that so many
of us suffered great harm from the sexism of our patriarchal culture and the traditional
religious paths in which most of us were raised. Even though it took great courage for many
of us to join Luna’s Goddess school, we were still struggling with fears and damages
imposed upon us by our culture. As a student, Luna’s wonderful lessons led me slowly away
from fear, suspicion and caution, into joy, determination and a little bit of wild and gleeful
rebellion!
During our first year together, many of us began to “live and breathe” our White
Moon School chat list, sharing more and more or our most deep and true thoughts, doing
Luna’s lessons, sharing our feelings and responses to those lessons, and reaching out to the
spirit within each of us of the Divine Feminine. Even so, I, for one, certainly faced our very
first Gathering, in July of 2000, with some fear. I had never met Luna, or any of my sister
students, and didn’t really “know” what I was getting into, driving for six hours to camp out
with them for three days, in the wild woods of Virginia !! I remember having butterflies in
my stomach for the entire drive down, and had to strongly resist the impulse to turn my car
around, to “break and run”…………!! I was hyperventilating the last hour of the drive, but I
stuck to it, and I was SO glad I did!!
We had all previously shared photos, and, after I parked my car, the first person I
ran into was Luna Blanca, and she opened up her arms to me and wrapped me in a huge
hug! That was it, all my fears were gone!! This was a wonderful, normal person, full of love,
with huge, shining brown eyes and the aetheric feel of the Mother, strong and
comforting.

Thereafter, I met Teri, GrannyMoon, Nazarri, Auralia (then Autumn Joy) and

her 6 week old baby daughter, Ciara, and Burning Snow, who brought along four cages of
baby birds she was rehabbing! We did workshops and chants and rituals, and felt some
special magick sharing our time together. There were two incidents, however, which stood
out, during our very first Gathering.
Our cabins were VERY rustic, without screens and without locks, and, those of us
who managed to get to sleep were woken around 3 a.m. by a shriek from Nazarri. We all
got up, and found out that a giant woodland spider, literally as big as an oversized dinner
plate, had gotten into our cabin, and had somehow landed on the top of Nazarri’s sleeping
bag. It was an amazing sight; I had never seen a spider that big! Calm, wonderful
GrannyMoon got our big whisk broom, got the spider to hop on, and walked her
outside. She was so big she covered one entire side of the broom! She stayed by our front
door for the rest of the Gathering, and we very soon began to resonate with her as our
Protector!
The second incident took place during our main Saturday night ritual. Our
Gathering was in a public camping area, and we went down for our Ritual to a wonderful
area that was circular, surrounded by benches and a rise, apparently cleared out for camp
fires. About two thirds of the way through our Ritual, a group of what looked like 6 or more
teenage boys moved around at the tree line above us, at the outskirts of the perimeter of
the area, and sat there and heckled us. Many of us felt threatened and, instinctively, all
gathered ‘round Auralia and her beautiful baby girl, shielding and protecting her. We did not
lose our dignity or power, but, instead, responded with honor and Her spirit. It was a
moment of strength and bonding that was incredibly powerful.
Since 2000, there have been many more Gatherings, all of them inspiring and
joyful, in addition to being exhausting! We were all so excited to be together that we rarely
seemed to get any sleep, and there were always new sisters starting out with trepidation
and concern, when they first arrived. Granny Moon was the first student that Luna Blanca
elevated to High Priestess, I was the second, and Rowen Saille followed close behind as the
third, with many more thereafter.
In 2003, several of us pooled our financial resources and together paid the filing,
documents production and attorney’s fees to legally become a state and federally registered
501 c 3 non-profit religious corporation, thus converting our credentials as High Priestesses
into legal ministerial Ordinations. The Corporation, the Order of the White Moon, continues
to thrive to this day!
In 2005, our beloved founder, Luna Blanca, decided to move on to other spiritual
work, including a ministry to women in prison. This was an exceedingly difficult time for
many of us. We were perhaps too attached to Luna, too dependent upon her, to freely give
her our blessings to walk on, and many of us reacted with sadness, pain and some
turmoil. After some very difficult months, several High Priestesses and other White Moon
School students joined Luna in leaving the Order. Those of us who were there at the time
remember this period as exceedingly painful and tumultuous, but most of us have, now,
gotten past the pain of this parting of the ways, and think of all of our sisters, old and new,
with love and affection.
Thanks to the extraordinary leadership of our beloved Diana, who became the
President and Spiritual Head of our Order upon Luna Blanca’s departure, the High
Priestesses and students who remained with the Order worked to heal ourselves and each
other from this breach, and now, four years later, have re-built a strong, thriving foundation
for our Order, with several active schools all offering Luna Blanca’s wonderful White Moon
lessons. Luna Blanca gifted each of her High Priestesses with the right to teach her
copyrighted lessons, further passing this down to any women WE teach and who achieve
ministerial ordination, as well. This great gift from Luna Blanca is our most precious
heritage, and is the “glue” that holds all of our schools, and our various student groups,
together as one.
Now, in the summer of 2009, as we prepare to convene another Gathering, during
which we will celebrate our ten-year anniversary, many of us are amazed, empowered and
joyful at what the Order of the White Moon has become! We are an international Order with
hundreds of members, not only in the U.S. but on every continent of our beautiful Gaia! We
are strong and thriving, full of delight to have found each other, and exceedingly grateful to
our beloved founder Luna Blanca for her vision, her talent, her luminous insights and her
love of the Goddess.
We who do Her work, who walk with the Goddess every moment of every day of our
lives, who teach Order of the White Moon lessons, and who serve each other within the
Order, are truly Her blessed daughters. We thank Goddess every day that we found each
other, and look forward to our shared future, on Her Path, doing Her work!

HP Kerritwyn was raised Irish Catholic but searched for years for a faith path in which she
could feel at home. She found Celtic Wicca in September of 1997, joined a local coven for a
year, and, in June of 1999, joined the White Moon School, which had just been started by
Luna Blanca. Kerritwyn was ordained as an HP in the Order in December of 2000, and offers
OWM teachings to women in The Sacred Three Goddess School, and to male-to-female
transgendered seekers in the Order of the Rainbow Moon.

In mundane life, Kerritwyn is a

practicing attorney, and she is married to a transgendered partner. She is a member of the
OWM's Board of Directors and the Vice President of Ordinations.

Sisters Celebrate Lammas

Goddess is bringing her daughters back into communion with one another. And
through this communion, we each realize Goddess Within Ourselves! With this awareness we
contribute to our sisterhood. The Mystery of Sisterhood at Lammas is nourishment.
Sisterhood provides nourishment in many ways.
We celebrate each sister's success.
We send love, prayers and energy to those who need assistance.
We encourage and support sisters in their growth.
We receive nourishment from our sisters with gratitude.
When we see Goddess within ourselves, and we see Goddess within our sisters, each
time we embrace sisterhood, Goddess is nourishing us all.
Lammas, the first of the three harvest festivals, reflects our inner abundance. Sisters
nourish one another as Earth Goddess, Mother Nature, nourishes us. We honor that which
we have brought into fruition thus far and give thanks for positive abundance in our lives.
We encourage our sisters to look for ways they are being nurtured...through sisterhood,
through Goddess, through nature in this sacred time.

Blessings to all,

Nessa CrescentMoon & Danu GrayWolf- HP's -Sisters in Celebration

Scrying: My Thoughts on a useful tool of Divination

The word SCRY is derived from the word descry, which means to make out dimly or to
reveal, giving us an unique opportunity to encounter more in depth insight as we journey
into the world between the worlds.

Brief History:

Historically the act of scrying as a means of divination is deeply seated in antiquity. In
those ancient times scrying was used as a way to reveal insights to humankind’s relationship
with the Gods, the Universe and to capture a gleaming into the nature of our inner selves.
The Moon, in her lunar accent, opens a gateway between the physical world and that of the
world where dreams, visions, memories, and the spirit dwell. The Moon and her cycles
control the rhythm of the Ocean’s tides, and the powerful life force held within all women, as
their body’s normally cycles with her. The Moon represents all those things associated with
the flow and ebbing of Water. From this pool, the unconscious mind is able to journey into
these mysterious realms. In doing so, these early lunar gazers, the Mystics and the Seers,
developed methods and tools needed to look beyond their reaches for insight and
understanding.

During the early times, humankind was able to develop a relationship with Deity by
using various methods of scrying. When these gateways were opened during rituals,
communication was needed to communicate between the Gods and Mortals; information
such as the ability to see into the future or past. Such revelations came in the form of
instructions into the mysteries or secrets that were held to be sacred, were transmitted and
carried out by this vital communication process. The individuals who practiced these
methods were referred to as Seers or Mystics and then other titles such as Priestess were
also associated with scrying as well as oracles, necromancers, and sorcerers.

In ancient times the training of Seers was held sacred and limited to the Elders within
a religious framework. Some believe that many methods were devised by Wise Women who
passed down their teachings to their daughters, and so on down through the generations.
This knowledge was instilled in families and traditions, which are still carried forward today.

The first recorded history of Scrying dates to around 3000 BC in China, and then
around 2500 BC in Egypt. Scrying appears in Ancient Greece and Rome around 2000 BC. It
is believed that the Hebrews were responsible for spreading scrying from Babylon, by way of
Egypt, into the valley of the Nile and finally into Greece and Rome. It then appeared to have
spread into what is now the British Isles and Europe. The early methods typically used were
Water, Fire, Oil, Crystals, and reflective surfaces of metals.
Uses for Scrying in Magick or Rituals:

One can look into the past, present or future to gather important data to help in decision
making.
In finding lost objects and animals: Sometimes the location of these objects or lost pet will
appear in the form of a vision or image.
Locating lost persons: Many times Seers are called in to help police locate lost children.
Healing can be accomplished, both physically and spiritually. (This has happened to me a
number of times using a crystal ball.)
To communicate with deceased ones. (This has also happened to me during a Samhain ritual
a few years ago when doing Fire Scrying.)
To contact Spirit Guides to help assist in past lives.
To contact Deity during Ritual and communicate with them on a direct level.
To accomplish Shamanic Journeys or Spirit Walking and Vision Quests.
How Scrying is used:

In order to scry you must first find a method you feel comfortable with. From there
you can pretty much scry using the same method for almost anything. The ability lies in the
effort to focus and concentrate on an object, yet letting your mind relax to receive images.

Before Scrying it is helpful to pose a question. Connect with the object you will be
using to scry; it may be helpful to handle and study it for a little while first, just to get the
feel of it. When all is ready let the mind settle on it and begin to look at its surface. Then
look a little deeper into it and look past the surface into the center. THERE, is where objects
or shadows will be floating in a mist. Images may begin to emerge from deep within,
becoming clearer. At times these shadows may form pictures or even complete scenes. They
will play in your mind’s eye, somewhat like it is when dreaming. In a dream your
subconscious mind’s eye plays images and scenes to you. You are able to converse, see
colors, talk and interact with other objects people places and things. In a dream state you
are not actually having physical encounters, but you are receiving information and
impressions just the same.

In scrying, your mind is fully conscious but in a state where information is being
processed by your subconscious, transferring it to your conscious mind already translated
into pictures that play in your mind’s eye. You will have the sense of “knowing things" and
"seeing things" from this perspective. These images can reveal things of the past, present
and future.

It is recommended to keep a journal, much like a dream journal, that will record the
time and date/ moon phase/ images or shadows witnessed, describing in detail what they
looked like and impressions you may have. Then compare the results of those images for
patterns that form that may bring on special meanings of their own. As events and time
pass it will be interesting to note and see what and how the scrying sessions unfolded.

You may also want to make or buy your form of divination (I highly recommend
making your own) as well as a bag, cloth, or box to keep your divination system in. In the
case of automatic writing, you would choose a special pen and keep it in a special container
and use those things only for automatic writing.

My Collection of Scrying Tools:

I have a few scrying tools that I like to use and feel very comfortable with. In the next
few paragraphs I will describe them and give a brief background as how I acquired them and
any special information that is associated with them.

One of the first memories I have with scrying is with Fire. I was taught how to fire scry
by my Grandfather, who had quite an influence on me while I was growing up. He taught me
this when I was very little, when my mind was open to see the world through the
perceptions of innocence. We would have a huge bon fire every spring. It was a time of
celebration and the whole family would turn out. During that time when it got dark he would
sit on a log and watch the fire and to find where it ran blue, and how it licked and danced.
He showed me how to find pictures in the fire and how they would tell stories. After I got
older I was able to use this method to scry other objects.
Crystal Balls: Over the years I have purchased a number of crystal balls. Each has their
own velvet pillows that they rest on and satin pouches with drawstrings that I place them in
when they are resting or when I travel. They have their own travel cases or resting boxes.

I hand make all the pillows and pouches for them using deep rich colors. I fill the
pillows with sand that I have collected from around the world. It is quite interesting how the
beach sand varies in texture and color. For the pouches I cut and sew together pieces of
satin and hem the tops and run a drawstring through them to pull it tightly closed. When the
balls are not in use or needed, I place them in the special boxes. These boxes are cedar
Cuban Cigar boxes that I have also collected in my travels and I have found they have come
to be very useful and handy for placing items in them for protection. The rich cedar and
cured tobacco smell is very pleasant.

The balls themselves are all quartz ranging in size from a 5 inch amethyst ball, to a 2½
inch quartz crystal. I use them for different purposes, such as healing and transmitting
messages. They are very used to me and almost act as familiars. I have scryed with them
all, on many occasions.

When I first acquire a ball, I smudge it right away. I then take it directly to Mother
Ocean and place it in the surf and sand. At the full moon I will take it back to Mother Ocean
and place it in her arms once again. This time I will awaken it in the sand. I then place it in a
crystal dish filled with Ocean Water and let it spend the night outdoors beneath the Moon
and her beguiling beams. As the dawn breaks and the sun arises, the crystal then goes full
cycle, the great awaking of a new day, and the brilliance of the Sun’s vibrant rays.

Together with the Moon and the Sun, the crystal is now fully energized and possessing
the qualities of both the unconscious and conscious. It can go to the realm of the unseen
and see clearly those things during the waking hours.

Before I use it, I will Consecrate and Bless it for Magickal use.
Cauldrons: I have 4 cauldrons that I use on a regular basis. The first one is a little tiny one
on a stand that my grandfather had. He used to burn leaf tobacco from the field in it when
working in his workshop. At times he would drop pine needles into it, and on occasions, burn
clove in it. Whenever he had to take out one of my baby teeth for fear of swallowing it in my
sleep, he would burn a mixture of clove. My tooth was then properly extracted by a pair of
needle nosed pliers. (Sounds awful…. but not too bad because I was in his loving authority) I
knew he healed me many times when I was sick and was a respected Braucher and
practiced the folkways of Hexerei and Braucheri as was handed down to him by his mother.
My Grandmother, on the other hand, fed the Fae quite often, and would turn my tooth over
to them and invited them in to keep my tooth in good keeping and to store it with their
treasures. As a child it was quite exciting, I would find little gifts scattered all around.….my
Grandmother and the Fae is quite another story.)

None the less… I salvaged the little cauldron from a trash pile after my grandmother
died. My grandmother stayed on the home place up to her end. Many of the other ones in
the family of my age did not share the same closeness as my grandfather and I did. I was
raised by my Grandparents since I was a few days old, so they did not understand the
meaning or the importance of it as I held. It now graces my altar and I use it now to burn
incense in it for most of my magickal workings.

The second cauldron I have is an all-purpose one that I use to do any kind of kitchen
craft. It is heavy duty and is Teflon coated (Blessed Be!) for melting candles wax, etc.

The third one I have is a med size one that I use sometime to scry. I have it on my
altar and use it to do spell work and also to burn special requests in. On some occasions I
will use this one on the altar to scry in place of the larger one when doing work indoors.

The large Cauldron was a family cauldron that came from my grandfather’s home. It
was used to render salts and fats. It combined salt water and ash and rendered fat to make
*soap. It passed to my Aunt and when she moved into a condo she gave it to my mother
who planted petunias in it. My mother knew the history of it so passed it to me. I now use it
for scrying and for ritual use when it’s calls for on special occasions when really BIG work is
needed.

To cure the cauldrons for use from time to time I boil a mixture of purifying solution in
it using rosemary and clove with a pinch of tobacco. I will let it dry in the sun and coat it
with a salt and lard mixture. I then place it in the oven (removing the racks if necessary) on
low heat for about 12 hours. I then wipe it out and place 7 of the sacred woods in it and
burn it slowly. I then take the wood ash out and give it back to Mother Ocean or Mother
Earth.

The last scrying tool I use is a rubber raft. There is a lagoon very close by where I live
that is quite deep. It is the home to many wonderful water spirits. I will take my raft out and
lie on it and gaze into the water. The water is very clear, when looking into it I have found
that I find myself scrying and receive many interesting visions dancing within its depths.
Once in a while a loggerhead turtle will pop its head up causing me quite a surprise!

These are some of my experiences. It is a wonderful way to help see things that may
not be clear, or to clear things that may be unseen…

HAPPY SCRYING !!!
© SummerGaile
*Ancient texts reveal that soap was created by the Gods. It was a custom to have burnt
offerings on the altars; as a result, the elements would present themselves and rail upon the
offering. The element of Air would give the fire life. The element of fire would purify the
offering, and burn it to ashes. The element of Water would wash and combine and mix this
sacred mixture. The element of Earth would form it into a solid mass and transform it into a
pure white creamy substance known to us now as SOAP…Truly the gift of the Gods.

Sources:
Tyson, John. Scrying for Beginners, 1997 Llewellyn Publications.
Rapheall, Katrina. Crystal Enlightenment, Vol. 1, 1985 Aurora Press
Walker, Dael, The Crystal Book, 1983 Published by the Crystal Company
Melody. Love is in the Earth, A Kaleidoscope of Crystals, 1995 Earth Love Publishing House.

SummerGaile is studying under the Leadership of the Rev. Kerritwyn , High Priestess of The
Sacred Three Goddess School, and was recently initiated as an Adept . She has been walking
the Path of the Goddess for many years and rejoices with Her each and every day. She
comes from a background of Braucheri and Hexeri, which is a family tradition handed down
to her by oral tradition, and also a certified practitioner of Hoo Doo. She is versed in various
religious traditions known in the Caribbean as Santeria. She enjoys living in the lower keys
surrounding Key West, and travels frequently to the surrounding Islands. She is Blessed to
be a member of this wonderful Sisterhood.

Lammas Ritual of Love and Abundance

In celebration of ten incredible years of the Order of the White Moon, I decided to
submit one of my favorite summer rituals. I have many wonderful memories of my time as
a Sisters in Celebration student, and when I look back on the intense growth that has taken
place within me...I am just amazed and filled with gratitude. Thank you, thank you, thank
you for being my sisters. You are loved and appreciated beyond measure.
In Her Service,
Danu Gray Wolf

This ritual can be as simple or ornate as you wish; you are the creatrix of your
ceremony. The purpose of this celebration ritual is to express your joy for the fertility of
Goddess and gratitude for life. This ritual is done in the bathroom. I have a very long
counter space in my bathroom, so modify this as you wish. It is a fun ritual and inspires
love for self. I hope you enjoy it as much as I did!

Items needed:
candles: White for Goddess, Green for God (optional) Pink or White for yourself.
flowers: anything blooming!
beverage: wine or non-alcoholic juice
luscious bath supplies: bath salt, bath gel, scrubbie (or loofah sponge)
incense: you can use any incense you like, but be sure not to overwhelm your senses in a
small space.
eyeliner or lipstick: cheap ones that you don't mind using up!
oil or lotion: your favorite, of course!

Ritual:
Arrange your candles and flowers in your bathroom, creating a celebratory
space. Bring your beverage with you and place it on the side of your tub. Light incense.
Run your tub, adding your bath salts of choice. You also may add essential oils if you
like. When the bath is ready, light your candles and call your circle. You may invite
Goddess to join you, or both Goddess and God if you wish. Remove the incense to another
room if you need to. I take it to the bedroom to prepare for dream time.
Stand in front of your mirror. Take your lipstick or eyeliner and draw symbols or
words on your body. With each symbol/word you draw, say things to yourself such as, "I
love you", "bless my body", "Goddess is Love", "I am peace", etc. Be creative.
Get into the tub and soak. Imagine all of your stresses coming off of your body as you
scrub and enjoy your drink. Stay in as long as you wish, giving gratitude to Goddess and
Her gifts of abundance and fertility.
Dry off with your favorite fluffy towel.
If you have a full mirror (or even if you don't), stand in front of it (or your regular
mirror, looking at your face) and do a body blessing, touching each part of your body as you
speak blessings. Here is mine if you need one:

Body Blessing

Goddess, bless my mind,
That I may know you and I are one.
Bless my eyes,
That I may see the beauty around me.
Bless my throat,
That I may speak my truth.
Bless my heart,
That love may flow unconditionally.
Bless my hands,
That I may give in your name.
Bless my stomach,
That I may feel content.
Bless my vagina,
That I may know I am a sensual being.
Bless my feet,
That I may walk in your path.

Finally, massage your favorite oil or lotion into your skin, and each area you cover, send it
love and acceptance.
Go back to the tub and drain the water.
Open the circle and ground as the bath water flows down the drain.

© 2008, Danu Gray Wolf
Danu Gray-Wolf is a High Priestess of Order of the White Moon through Sisters in
Celebration. She has a sweet fella, two cats and a dog and lives in Mississippi. She works
with Reiki, Animal Medicine, and emotional wellness, and shows love and honor to Goddess
through art and healing.

A Ritual for First Harvest

The roots of Lughnassadh take us back to the Celts, specifically the Irish, where its
basis comes from the Sun God Lugh holding a funerary feast and games in honor of His
foster mother, the Goddess Tailtiu. This coincided with the start of the harvest and we can
surmise that Tailtiu has agrarian aspects from the tale of Her clearing the land for the people
to plant. Lammas I’ve heard translated as Loaf Mass/First loaves resulting from the first of
the grain harvest.

As a culture this time of harvest is often still celebrated. Where I grew up the first of
the fairs was celebrated in early August. Plenty of feasting and celebrating can always be
found at fairs, plus all the animal, vegetable, cooking and handiwork competitions.
Sometimes many of us in urban areas feel disconnected with these associations. We can
connect by noticing the differences in what’s available in the weekend farmer’s markets, but
we aren’t harvesting from the fields, nor working with farm animals. While it is still
important for us to mark this point in Mother Earth’s cycle (in whatever way that occurs in
our location), First Harvest goes beyond the agricultural connotations. Many of us have
familiars or pets, and there are also the spirit animals that guide us as well. We may not be
canning or making preserves, but most people have a craft, hobby or activity they
participate in. There’s probably some inner work we’ve been nourishing too. Has the time
come to harvest the fruits of these labors?

Items Needed:
Lots of candles in yellows, light oranges & reds, deep greens (like that of unripe veggies),
browns and white.
Examples of flowers, fruits, vegetables and grains available for harvest at this time (You can
find examples from your own garden, a friend’s, a farmer’s market or even the grocery
store). Include at least one item you can eat during this ritual.
Examples of your handiwork (crafts, cooking, canning, embroidery, knitting, drawing etc...)
Your pets or representations of the animal familiars &/or animal guides in your life.
Journal (if ritual is performed solitary)
Most parts are designed to be spoken in words that come from your heart so that this
ritual can apply directly to your situation. Some prompts are provided in italics.

For the directional/elemental Goddesses to call for this ritual, think grain, land and
harvest Goddesses along with those associated with the craft(s) you create. Also any
Goddesses associated with the animals you work with. Invite your animal guides to join you
in circle too if you wish.

Some ideas...
East/Air: Lakshmi
South/Fire: Macha
West/Water: Oshun
North/Earth: Tailtiu
Center/Spirit: Persephone/Kore

Cast circle, open gates, evoke Goddesses.

Now take the animal representation(s). Thank the Goddess you evoked who is aligned
with this/these animal(s) for the blessing of their presence in your life. Thank the animal(s)
as well. Ask this Goddess/this aspect of the Goddess to bless your familiar/pets/guides. If
physical animals are present and there is concern for their remaining quiet during the ritual,
they can leave after the blessing. Also, if you feel called to have your spiritual animal guides
leave the ritual now, bid them farewell. All are welcome to stay if you are comfortable with
it. If you plan on having them leave, wait to cast the circle until after this blessing.

HP or designated participant:

We have worked hard in the fields of the Earth
as well as the fields of our lives.
The Goddesses have blessed us
and the fruits of our labor are coming ready to harvest.

Take some time to meditate on what you’ve been working on in this cycle of the wheel.
Think on the traditional harvests from the plants and also the less obvious harvests; craft
projects that have come to completion or are about to, skills that you have been developing,
emotional work you’ve been processing, aspects of yourself you’ve been nurturing &
growing, etc... Think on what results of these works are ready for harvest and which aspects
still need to ripen in the fields. Of the results that are ready, how can you harvest them?
How can you celebrate and incorporate them in your life? If this is done as a group ritual,
spend some time discussing after this meditation. If you are performing this ritual solitarily,
spend some time journaling your results and observations.

HP or designated participant:

While abundance surrounds us,
the days are growing shorter,
the time of waning has come.
What do you need to do to prepare?

Now reflect on what it is you will need (physically, spiritually, emotional, etc...) for the
time of dormancy to come. What do you need to help you through the long, dark nights?
Also, start to think what you want to leave in the fields for the Crone/Death Goddesses to
claim after the harvests are over? What parts of you are you ready to let go of? What needs
to be shed from your life? You don’t have to come to any conclusions now, but it is good to
start to prepare. Think on what steps you want to take now in preparation. Again, if in a
group share findings, if solitary make note of your reflections in your journal.

Next take the representation of your handiwork and ask the Goddess you feel is most
closely aligned to this talent to bless your work/help it to grow/help bring it to fruition. Give
thanksgiving to this Goddess for the blessings She has bestowed to you.

Take the edible representation of the harvest in your hands and visualize all the
blessings whose time to be ‘harvested’ is now. See the energy of all these blessings flowing
into the object you hold. Now eat it to internalize these energies and blessings.

Give thanks for the gifts received, say farewell to Goddesses and any other Beings you
called to, close gates, open circle.

Ground & Feast!

© Aisling

Aisling is an OWM Initiate and Level 2 student with Sisters in Celebration. Over 8 years ago
she asked "Goddess, are you there?" and the response rocked her to the core. She's been
working with various Goddesses ever since. A druid and perpetual student of herbalism,
Aisling is also deepening her work with shamanism, Reiki and other healing modalities. She
and her husband are a child-free couple living in the Philadelphia area.

Bugs in the House

How many of us feel guilty about annihilating bugs that suddenly appear in our
home? Anyone share an irrational fear of certain types of critters? Did a spider drop on you
when you were only 3 years old? *shudder* Sure, we're Goddess-women, we love Gaia,
and we regularly merge and commune with Earth/Air/Fire Water...........so why do we still
get upset when we find all manner of little beasties in our homes?

A dilemma with a capitol D for many of us, because, after all, spiders, mosquitoes,
flies, ants and other critters are sentient creatures, Her creatures........*sigh*
Well, we each find our own way to deal with this issue, but for me, doing a chant/spell
every night really *works*. Now, I am one who feels that the BEST spell is one you write for
yourself, so I'm sharing mine just so you can see what I came up with; feel free to use it if
you think it might work for you, too!

After casting circle around our home after we're all in bed, and raising protection, I
focus on casting a second circle inside the first, visualizing it in orange, and chant the
following:

Little ones who fly or crawl,
I honor and respect you all!
But wherever you may roam,
Please do not come into my home..........!!

Repeat as needed. *smile* Works for me! Well, not 100%, but............very well!

© Kerritwyn

HP Kerritwyn was raised Irish Catholic but searched for years for a faith path in which she
could feel at home. She found Celtic Wicca in September of 1997, joined a local coven for a
year, and, in June of 1999, joined the White Moon School, which had just been started by
Luna Blanca. Kerritwyn was ordained as an HP in the Order in December of 2000, and offers
OWM teachings to women in The Sacred Three Goddess School, and to male-to-female
transgendered seekers in the Order of the Rainbow Moon. In mundane life, Kerritwyn is a
practicing attorney, and she is married to a transgendered partner. She is a member of the
OWM's Board of Directors and the Vice President of Ordinations.

Sunshine Blessing Ritual

Items Needed:
One Yellow Candle
One Goddess Candle
Water or orange juice
Letter of intention and something to write with
One bowl (yellow if you have one)
Oil: Amber, frankincense, or orange
Incense: Sage for cleansing, amber or chamomile
Honey
Hand Mirror
Music-any that makes you happy

Prepare Altar:
Light sage incense, purify Altar and pass the bowl through the incense smoke
Invoke the Elements and Goddess Iris to enter your circle.
Light the white Goddess candle.
Turn on the Music and meditate on what makes you happy and write it down in the letter,
then pass the letter through the smoke.
Place the letter in the bottom of the bow and pour the honey over it.
Place the bowl in front of the yellow candle.
Light the yellow candle and say the Incantation:
Golden Rays Shine down on me
Casting Happy colors for me to see.
From the tears of my eyes
The Goddess Iris makes
A rainbow across my dreary skies.

I listen to the Goddess's call
Telling me it's time to stand tall
Her Dawn brings a new day
Raining Golden beams
To send me on my way.
So Mote It Be.

Thank the Elements and the Goddess and open the circle.
Drink the water/orange juice.
In the Morning light the incense passing the mirror through the smoke. Go to a window and
hold the mirror up to the light outside sun or not...it's still there....then turn the mirror
around, look at the mirror and smile...Do sometime nice for yourself that day...buy a little
gift for yourself...take a beautiful soothing bath...each day...do something nice for
yourself...just one thing to make you happy for that day.....

© Pat Swanberg (Lady Zephyr)

Healing Depression-Need for Joy Ritual

Items Needed:
1 White Goddess Candle
1 Yellow candle
Green ribbon
1 lemon
1 glass of water
Basil leaves
Jasmine oil
Sage incense
Chalice cup
Athame
Drum

Prepare your Altar:
Light incense and purify your altar
Light Goddess candle
Anoint yellow candle with jasmine oil
Tie green ribbon around yellow candle
Pour water in chalice
Place lemon in front to represent the Sun
Invoke the Elements:
Earth, Air
Water and Fire
Inviting them into the circle
Incantation (Repeat three times):
Pain and Agony
No longer haunting me
The sun has risen
All those who have harmed me, I have forgiven
Gone are the chains of the past
I am walking in the sunshine at last.

Remove the green ribbon and cut it with the athame envisioning
cutting the link to the past...the chain is broken and you are free.
Taking the lemon in your hand saying (repeat three times):

As I walk now in the Sunshine
Joy and Happiness is now mine
No more sadness in my life
I am no longer filled with strife.

Raise energy by dancing a happy dance to the beat of the drum.

Earth, Water
Fire and Air
What I do tonight transpire
Through the Power of the Five
Ever abiding by the Rede
No harm nor rebound back to me
May Goddess Bless
So Mote it Be!!!!

Thank all who entered the circle.
Self-Blessing
Ground
Circle is now open.
Drink the water from the Chalice in honor of the Elements and the Spirit.

© Copyright 12/3/08
Pat Swanberg (Lady Zephyr)

Full Moon in Capricorn Wishing Ritual & Celebration

You will need:
1 Red Candle
1 White Candle
Incense - amber, rose, mugwort
Tarot deck
Moon cakes
Fragrant Oils
A Mirror for self-blessing
Statues for your altar
Silver dollar for prosperity
Wand
Prepare your altar:
Light candles and purify by using incense smoke or sprinkling of water.
Cast circle. Say:

"I invoke the Moon Goddess
within me by inviting these goddesses...
Earth - Copper Woman,
Air - Lilith,
Fire - Erzulie,
Water - Kuan Yin,
Spirit - Selene...
to join me within my Circle."

Say the following Chant (repeat 3 times)
"May all the Goddesses bless us,
And those who have entered this Circle
Receive whatever wishes and desires
That they have asked for.

The Earth, The Air, The Fire,
The Water, The Spirit;
Return tonight full of power, full of life,
Granting each and all their heart's delight...

Each person takes a card from the Tarot deck, sharing it if they wish. Make music with
drums or songs to raise energy.
Ground. Share the mooncakes. Do a self-blessing, then open the Circle, saying:

"I thank Copper Woman for women's free will,
Lilith for her reproductive freedom to all women,
Erzulie for women's power and passion,
Kuan Yin for her self-healing and self-love,
and Selene for women's rights everywhere.
I thank each of them and bless and release them and ask
that they be with us in our daily lives. Blessed Be.
All those that have joined me may stay or go as they wish.
The Circle is open but unbroken.
So mote it be!"
© Copyright July 17, 2008
Pat Swanberg

Lady Zephyr is a Level III Adept with Sisters in Celebration. She lives in Tupelo, Mississippi.
She has 2 Children, 1 Step-daughter, 1 grandson and 3 step-granddaughters. She rides her
own motorcycle and belongs to the Southern Cruisers Riding Club. All proceeds from their
rallies and benefits go to St Jude's Hospital. She is also a member of the Tupelo Area
Pagan's Group.

Compost: Mother Nature’s Real Gold

One of the unloveliest things you will ever find in a garden is compost. Even gardeners
who love using it can’t deny that it isn’t ‘pretty’, and even a wet dog smells better than a
compost pile that’s not finished or not curing properly. So it’s hard to believe that people
would actually write poetry about it! But here is part of a fairly long poem on compost by
Walt Whitman:
"Behold this compost! Behold it well!
Perhaps every mite has once form’d part of a sick person—Yet behold!
The grass of spring covers the prairies,
The bean bursts noiselessly through the mould in the garden,
The delicate spear of the onion pierces upward,
The apple-buds cluster together on the apple-branches,
The resurrection of the wheat appears with pale visage out of its graves,
The tinge awakes over the willow-tree and the mulberry-tree…
Out of its little hill faithfully rise the potato’s dark green leaves,
Out of its hill rises the yellow maize-stalk—the lilacs bloom in the door-yards;
The summer growth is innocent and disdainful above all those strata of sour dead."

About five weeks ago, I finally began MY compost pile. The first few weeks, nothing
much happened, and I realized I wasn’t doing something right. When it’s working, things
decay; when they don’t, it means there’s a problem. So I fiddled with it constantly, adding a
bit of this and a lot of that, trying to get the ‘recipe’ just right.
This last weekend, I opened my bin and stirred it with a forked thingy I bought just for
the compost. From the bottom area of the pile, a rich, black, crumbly, soil-like substance
came up, smelling of freshly damp earth. I felt like I’d just given birth, in a sense, to more
earth. And I fell in love with it, as a mother loves her newborn child.
"Mother Gaia, now I understand…
The cycle of life, death and decay is needed to bring forth new life,
And by giving back to the earth I am a part of that cycle.
Thank you for the gift of co-creation with You."

© BellaDonna Oya

BellaDonna Oya lives in Hayward, CA, where she runs a small eclectic coven. Her hobbies
are gardening, belly dance, crocheting, Renaissance faires, travel, and cats (she has ten).
She has a Master's Degree in Anthropology, and is fascinated by mummies and ancient
Egypt. She has travelled to Ireland, Jamaica, Eleuthera, and Mexico, and hopes someday to
visit Crete, Malta, Egypt and Delphi. She is a Level II Adept of The Sacred Three Goddess
School, and is currently working on Level III.

Petra

"A rose-red city half as old as time" From the poem "Petra" by Dean Burgen

You approach Petra from the East, the hot desert winds buffet you as you walk the
dusty road, past tombs and quarries until you come upon a fissure in the towering rock. You
have reached the entrance to the Siq, a narrow gorge, flanked on either side by soaring
cliffs. The Siq was created by millennia of floodwaters carving through the soft sandstone.
The Nabateans built a dam here at the entrance to protect the city of Petra from the flash
floods that arise un-expectantly, the dam also carries spring water from miles away to the
centre of the city. As you walk through the narrow gorge, you discover niches along the
walls that once housed idols of the Gods and Goddesses that protected the city. It is said
that if you walk through the Siq at twilight, listen for the sound of the evening owl, a symbol
of the ancient city. The Siq winds its way through the rocks for almost a mile before opening
to Petra's wonders of rock and light. As you reach the end of the Siq you will catch your first
glimpse of Al-Khazneh.

The Khazneh, is Petra’s most famous building. Khazneh literally means "Treasury", socalled because of legends that it was used as a hiding place for treasures (including those of
the Egyptian Pharaoh Rameses while he was pursuing Moses through the desert). The
facade of the Khazneh is carved from the sandstone cliff wall and stands almost 140 feet
high. The architecture is a blend of Persian, Arabic, Greek and Assyrian design. Behind the
monumental facade we find a single, large square room carved within the cliff. This room,
with its smooth, bare walls, is as plain as the outside is ornate. It is thought that this may
be the Holy of Holies of the Temple of Isis. The Khazneh itself was a complex consisting of
the Temple, residential quarters and workshops. The workshops included facilities for
painters, metalworkers, an oil workshop, a marble workshop and even a souvenir shop!

Past the Treasury, at the foot of the mountain called en-Nejr, is a massive theatre, cut
into the hillside. This theatre could seat 3,000 people. It is surrounded on three sides by the
rose-coloured mountains creating wonderful acoustics. From here you may hike the 800 rock
cut steps up the mountain to the High Place on the summit of Attuf Ridge. This was part of
the Nabatean procession way to the home of their Gods. Here you will find two 22 foot high
obelisks representing the God Dushara and Goddess Al-Uzza.

Down in the city of Petra itself, lies the city centre. The remains of a Nymphaeum, a
public water fountain, stand beneath the shade of a tree. The fountain is situated at the
junction of two water channels and is dedicated to the water nymphs. It was most likely
built by the Romans when they occupied the city. A short way beyond the Nymphaeum, the
Colonnaded Street begins. The street runs through the center of Petra, and is comprised of
many unexcavated sites on either side. It is named for the massive columns and arches that
line the street.

No matter where you walk in or around Petra, you will come across hundreds of
elaborate rock-cut tombs with intricate carvings. Although many of the original houses were
destroyed by earthquakes, the tombs were carved to last throughout the afterlife and at
least 500 have survived, along with many Temples dedicated to the deities of the city.

The primary Goddess of Petra is Al-Uzza, (the Most Mighty), a Goddess of water and
fertility. A virgin warrior, She was the youngest aspect of a Triple Goddess with Manat
(Time) and Al Lat. She is a Star-Goddess, associated with the planet Venus, and is also the
goddess who guards ships on ocean voyages (though Arabia is a land of deserts and
nomads, the Nabateans did make ocean voyages to trade). In this aspect She is symbolized
by dolphins, seen as guardians and protectors as they swam alongside ships and dolphin
images are found in many of Her Temples in Petra. Temples to Al-Uzza and Her consort
Dushara are found throughout the city and the surrounding mountains. Al-Uzza was
symbolized by a lion (felines are sacred to Her) and belonged to the masses, whereas
Dushara was the god of the nobility. As more traders converged on Petra, they influenced
the transformation of the Nabatean Deities. Temples dedicated to Isis, Aphrodite, Tyche and
Ishtar arose in Petra and Al-Uzza took on many of the attributes of these foreign Goddesses.

Sometimes referred to as "The Canyons of the Divine", Petra was home to hundreds of
shrines dedicated to the various Gods and Goddesses of the cultures who passed through
this place. Petra contains hundreds of niches, reliefs and sanctuaries which honoured the
Divine Feminine. Sacred stones called betyls were placed in these niches to symbolize the
Goddess. The Treasury is thought to be a Temple dedicated to Isis-Al-Uzza, and the Temple
of the Winged Lions (named for the relief sculptures at the entrance) also appears to be
dedicated to Al-Uzza, beloved among Her people. In the surrounding mountains, open air
sanctuaries honoured the God and Goddess in the form of pillars which the Bedouins called
Zibb Attuf ("The Place of the Merciful Phallus").

Archaeological excavations have determined the area was populated as early as
10,000 BCE. The area was occupied by the Edomites around 1200 BCE (Edom, meaning red,
is the biblical name for this region). The Nabateans, a matrilineal nomadic tribe, appeared in
the 6th century BCE, and gained control of the area. They were the creators of the
magnificent buildings that remain to this day. By the first century BCE, Petra was supporting
almost 30,000 people and had become an important link in the trade routes connecting
China, India and southern Arabia with Egypt, Syria, Greece and Rome on the Mediterranean.
Petra was at the center of the spice, silk and incense trade from Damascus in the north to
the Red Sea in the south.

The success of the Nabateans lay in their ability to control and conserve water, a vital
necessity in this arid land. The Nabateans were able to create an artificial oasis in the desert
city by controlling flash floods and collecting rainwater through dams, cisterns and water
trenches carved from the rock. The city was able to prosper from the sale of water to the
caravans that passed through. This wealth allowed Petra to commission the hundreds of
monumental buildings and temples dispersed in and around the city. Pottery also
contributed to the wealth of the city. Terra cotta pipes were used to carry precious water
through the city. As well, figurines of the various deities were sold at souvenir stands as
offerings in the temples.

Petra remained a successful and wealthy city until the first century AD, when the
Romans took over. Petra’s fortunes declined swiftly due to changes in trade routes. A series
of devastating earthquakes in the 4th century destroyed many of the buildings and the vital
water system. Petra endured as a resting place for nomadic tribe as Islam became the
dominant religion of the area.

According to some Arab traditions, Petra is the spot where Moses struck a rock with his
staff and water came forth, the Wadi Musa or "Wadi of Moses" is the Arab name for the
narrow valley where Petra is located. This is also the area where Moses' brother, Aaron, was
alleged to have been buried (Mount Aaron). A mountaintop shrine of Moses' sister, Miriam,
was still shown to pilgrims during the fourth century. There may be truth to these biblical
stories, but the more likely explanation is that the tales were created by monks living in
Petra in the 12th century. The Crusaders had built a fort here and were attempting to defeat
the Saracens and establish Christianity as the dominant religion. The Crusaders, defeated,
left soon after, leaving Petra to the locals. Only the nomadic Bedouin tribes were aware of its
existence for centuries.

Petra remained a closely guarded secret, the few Europeans who attempted to bring to
light the rumours of a lost city were usually killed by the protective locals. That is until an
adventurous Swiss explorer named Johann Burckhardt re-discovered the lost city in 1812.
Burckhardt was able to pass himself off as an Arab and gained the trust of the Bedouins who
brought him to Petra. The rose-hued city could no longer be kept hidden. The poet, Percey
Biss Shelley, refers to Petra in his poem "Ozymandias", and in the 19th century, British cleric
Dean Burgen wrote the immortal words at the beginning of this article.

Petra offers a blend of Earth and Fire elements. It is an ideal site for rituals involving
communication, networking and hospitality. Coffee is a sacred beverage in Arabic tradition.
An old proverb states that "Coffee should be Black as Hell, Strong as Death, and Sweet as
Love". Enjoy a cup and feel the warmth of the sun-kissed rocks energize you. Carry a coffee
bean in your pocket as a charm to inspire hospitality throughout your travels. And be sure to
carry a pinch of salt in your pocket as well, that you may never overstay your welcome. You
may also want to toss a pinch of salt to the winds to manifest positive networking or trade.

Today, Petra is the most popular tourist destination in Jordan. It boasts two museums,
the Petra Archaeological Museum and the Petra Nabataean Museum, both of which represent
finds from excavations in the Petra region and an insight into Petra's colourful past. Petra is
an archaeological marvel of almost 400 square miles containing 800 known buildings, 75%
of which remain un-excavated. On December 6, 1985, Petra was designated a Unesco
World Heritage site and on July 7, 2007, Petra was named one of New Seven Wonders of the
World. This beautiful rose-red city will not fall into obscurity any time soon.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petra
http://www.sacredsites.com/middle_east/jordan/petra_ruins.htm

Magickal Places–Patricia Telesco
Sacred Places of Goddess- Karen Tate

© Ajna DreamsAwake
Ajna DreamsAwake is an Initiate of The Sacred Three Goddess School. She is an eclectic
Pagan, rediscovering Her Visionary Goddess Gifts.

OWM SHARING CIRCLE

"I was looking for a group of wise woman, where we all got along and could learn from each
other. And I was also looking for a school where I could learn more about the Goddess, and
to strengthen my relationship with Her." - Asterope Raven

OWM Gathering 2008

I began my White Moon studies with the intention to learn about the Divine Feminine in a
structured way. While learning about many aspects of Goddess along with assorted
techniques and correspondences, etc… I have also learned myself. Each level turned up a
new set of inner challenges for me to explore and grow from. Since the beginning of my
studies I have witnessed many of my own fears and triumphs." - Nessa
"I like being a member of the OWM and
sister communities. I learn so much from
my sisters. I gain self-confidence and new
perspective on all kinds of things. OWM
provides a network of trust and sisterly
experience that help me be more confident
in myself. I think one of the best things is
the validation that there are others out
there like me who love nature and each

OWM Gathering 2007

other and do what they can to help each
other." - Susan

"I feel I can write what I feel and still be
accepted. The unconditional love that thrives
in this group amazes me. I am by nature a
shy introverted person but I find myself
growing as a person as I step out of my
comfort level and face my fears. Whether it's
keeping in touch through email, keeping the
Healing Temple in my prayers, doing a WTZ
reading or writing for Seasons of the Moon, I

OWM Gathering 2006

am growing into my self as a person, as a
My primary motivation for joining the

woman." - Lila

original White Moon School founded by Luna
Blanca in 2000 was a need for guidance. I
had been seeking a spiritual path that felt
right for me, but I was lost and overwhelmed
by all the different traditions and groups out
there.
Also I had been learning Taoism in recent
years, and I wanted a school that would give
me the guidance I needed to figure out my
truths without insisting that I accept dogma
or beliefs." - Artemisia

OWM Gathering 2005

"(The lessons are) incredible. I found
Truths about myself that I had no
idea existed. " - Wren

OWM Gathering 2004

"I started off very reserved. It is important to me as
a woman to be accepted in a way that I have always
accepted people. I was frightened of being
judged….but there was no judgment here at OWM,
and that helped me tremendously-The OWM Chat
group has played a great part in providing me with
an environment that is steady, nurturing, and safe to
Sisters in Celebration 2008

learn and grow in" - Nessa

"Being a member of the Order of the White
Moon community the past 7 years has
become a part of my everyday life. It is an
extension of my real-life family." - Artemisia
Lila’s Yule Altar

Nessa’s Kitchen Altar

My spirituality is focused and joyful. I cannot even begin to express how impacted I've been,
the spiritual experiences, the self-awakenings that have taken place." -Wren

"I am learning and growing
stronger each day. The best
part is how much better about
myself I feel." - Susan

Nessa’s Love Shrine

Dana’s Yule Altar

Etain’s Level 1 Goddess Box and Altar

Etain’s Level 4 Goddess Box and Altar

"The lessons were life changing. It took me two years or so to complete each level because
each time I came across a new concept or idea, I would implement it fully into my life before
moving forward" - Artemisa

I love being a part of the community. I feel like I finally
have a support network of loving, compassionate, wise,
accepting and fun women friends that are followers of the
Goddess. It really is like being in a family, I do consider
each woman a Sister. I gain so much from it. I learn from
other women, I am inspired by their strengths..." - Asterope
Raven

Nessa’s Sensual Altar

"I had been researching religious paths for several
years. One night I did a tarot reading in which I
pulled up Isis. I wanted to know more about her,
so I went online. The first website was the OWM
website. I loved the Goddess Gallery so much that
I checked into the school." - Susan
Ajna’s Solstice Altar

SummerGaile's Level I Initiation Altar

Etain's Kwan Yin Altar

"I am pleased with the lessons, absolutely. See how well that justifies it taking me four
years to do????? I just don't want it to end, so I just refuse to finish, LOL. I do enjoy the
community" - Wren

Etain’s Snake Goddess Altar

OWM Happenings

Happy Anniversary OWM!
We are currently celebrating the Order of the White Moon's 10th Anniversary!
It all began with one on-line school, before there were any other on-line goddess schools. It
began with Luna Blanca, when she opened The White Moon School of the Feminine Divine in
May of 1999. Luna was inspired when her sister became interested in Goddess Spirituality
and asked for a reading list. This was the spark that ignited the creation of The White Moon
School of the Feminine Divine. .......
To read more about the history of the OWM please visit:
http://www.orderwhitemoon.org/about/history.html

OWM Happenings!
We offer our congrats to ....
Heathwitch, she recently completed Level IV of White Moon studies and was ordained and is
now a High Priestess.
Summer Gaile, of Sacred Three School , she has completed Level I and is now an Initiate
and Lifetime member of the Order of the White Moon.
Maeve Moonbird of Sisters in Celebration, she has completed Level II and is now an Adept
practitioner in the tradition of the Order of the White Moon.

Information
Please visit our informational website to find out more about us!
http://www.orderwhitemoon.org/about/index.html

Nessa CrescentMoon is a High Priestess, an Ordained Minister, Treasurer of the OWM, a
founder of Sisters in Celebration; a branch and affiliate of the Order of the White Moon

Barbecue and Dance

Lukewarm beer and cold champagne
Well, one out of two isn't bad...
At least the barbecue here isn't tough,
Even if I can't get my husband George to dance
Since it's mostly square dancing music.

I tried to line dance, but my bra strap
Kept falling down, and it made me lose count.
There's nothing worse than lukewarm beer.
My brother-law Clyde is here with his prissy wife.
That doesn't thrill me one bit!

SaraNell's gotten a new fashion frizzy perm
That she is sure to brag about (always does);
She must have three inches of black roots showing.
Heehee! Serves her right.
She never knew her ass from her elbow anyway.

Gawd! Don't tell me Clyde is going to try and dance
With me, he is all feet and must be size 13, too.
Yep, he is...dammit! Ouch!
If we didn't owe them money, I would sock him one.
Or even better, knee him. Clumsy idiot.

I think the lukewarm beer is coming back up on me,
Maybe if I was to back it down with some champagne?
Mmmm! Tastes pretty good. I think it says Cold Duck.
Now that is an odd name for champagne.
Stop whirling me around, George. It makes me dizzy.

How are the children? Well hell, I don't know.
They are all over eighteen anyway. You go look for them.
I'm having another glass of the Cold Duck stuff. *hic*
Come on, George! Show 'em how fast your feet can move!
Whoopsie!.... I think I will sit the next one out.

© August 2005
Beth Johnson (Mystic Amazon)
Mystic Amazon has studied Reiki with Diane Stein and has also done Shamanic training. She
has completed Level 4 studies and is now a High Priestess of the OWM and is currently coteaching with HP Ka Wahine Ahi at Sisters of the Rising Moon. Divorced with two children,
she now lives in Mississippi. Her hobbies include writing, folk art, folk magick, Reiki, and
reading.

So Mote it Be

I gathered my articles together
To prepare my Altar
Candles, incense, oils, pen and paper
Decorating with care.

Cast my Circle
Calling in all Elements
Meditated, said my prayers
Gave my thanks.

Grounded.
Opened my Circle
Feeling energized and happy,
I enjoyed my mooncake.

Something not quite right
I thought to myself,
Oh My Goddess
How could I have forgotten.

Opening the Kitchen door
Into the cold night's air
I yelled with all my might
"SO MOTE IT BE!"

Did I hear an echo?
Why yes I believe I did.
My Sisters yelling "SO MOTE IT BE"
Back to me!

© Copyright 11/9/08
Pat Swanberg
(Lady Zephyr)

The Walk
Tired of television,
old reruns, silly sitcoms,
wasting my time
dulling my mind.

I decided to go for a walk.
Through the path into the forest
I would rather find a creature
To have a pleasant talk.

Barren trees, crunchy leaves
Beneath my feet
I continued my quest
A furry friend to meet.

Squirrels sitting on limbs
Barking at me.
Disturbing their peace
Not happy at all I could see.

Continuing on with walk
Ran across a red tailed hawk
Perfectly still high up in a tree
Watching him watching me.

On I went down my path.
In all his majesty and glory
There stood a deer,
Head held high, eyes so clear.

With a tilt of his antlers
And a twitch of his tail
He motioned for me
To follow and see.

There in the midst of a thicket
Was his mate.
Foot caught in a trap
This was her fate.

Not at all sure
What I must endure
But to release her
I had to without a doubt.

With a soft gentle nudge
She nuzzled my face.
Then off to meet her male
She did race.

Out of the forest
Toward home I walked.
What a conversation I had
With nary a word being said.
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Southern Cornbread
Ingredients:
2 cups self-rising cornmeal
2 tablespoons bacon drippings
1 1/2 cups milk
1 egg

Preheat oven to 400 degrees
While the oven is preheating, add 2 tablespoons oil to an iron skillet, enough to coat the
bottom and sides.
Mix all the above ingredients, do not overmix.
Heat skillet on top of stove, if a few drops of water sizzle it's hot enough.
Pour mixture in skillet and cook for about a minute or two, long enough to quick fry the
bottom.
Put skillet in the oven and finish cooking till top browns about 20-25 minutes.
Remove and cool for 10-15 minutes.
Enjoy....
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Notes from the Editor

"I was never less alone than when by myself."- Edward Gibbon
I am a solitary practitioner.
I prefer to do most of my magickal and spiritual work alone. I am a part of the fastestgrowing group in the pagan population. Not so long ago, I would not be considered an
authentic witch or priestess unless I came from a family of witches, or joined a coven. But,
thanks to the ground-breaking work of Scott Cunningham and his bestselling book Wicca: A
Guide for the Solitary Practitioner, I and others drawn to the pagan path are now able to
pursue a solitary practice, away from the disapproving judgements of religious conservatives
and society in general. As the solo pagans grow in numbers, more books have emerged
offering teachings, craftwork and initiations. Silver RavenWolf and Christopher Penczak are
just two of many authors who have written books to address the needs of the solitary
practitioner. These books have empowered pagans everywhere to pursue their path,
enhance their skills and create self-initiations as they move further along their path.
Being a solitary often means being able to plan and carry out rituals at my own pace,
freedom to create rituals in a way that is comfortable for me. No need for a group
consensus. There can also be some pitfalls to practicing alone. It can be difficult to maintain
and sustain a practice by myself, especially when I fall into a cycle of despair. With no one
to offer encouragement or support, I can easily forget my divine self, make up excuses to
not practice or practice only when I feel like it. I rationalize and justify the not practicing.
This is a pattern I have had for much of my pagan life. I’d be so full of Goddess study and
revel in my Goddess Nature, then the cycle would move into one of lethargy and I would
forget, stop caring about my path. This could go on for months or years, until I suddenly
rediscovered once more my Goddess Nature, get high on the process only to find, once
more, I’d burned myself out. It can be hard to maintain a practice when I have used up all
my fuel at the start, leaving little to sustain the fire, the passion. This is revolving door
spirituality and it needed to come to an end.
I put it out to the universe, I needed a mentor. While reading through a copy of
Sagewoman magazine, I found myself researching website addresses from the ads. I visited
each site, trusting my intuition would draw me to the right school of study and came across
OWM. In researching the schools, the Sacred Three Goddess School literally jumped off the
screen at me. "That’s the one !! "’ I thought.
I found in HP Kerritwyn, an open and loving mentor who offers wisdom and guidance
while allowing me to pursue my path at my own pace, in my own way. She encourages me
to think for myself, to try out different ideas, see what works for me. She has helped me
create a place of self-empowerment in my life. OWM offers the best of both worlds, a perfect
balance between solitary practice and the loving support of a group. It is a wonderful
feeling to do a Full Moon ritual knowing I am sharing the experience with my OWM Sisters
around the world. The revolving door shows up now and then, it is tempting to give up the
path for the couch, the junk food, the TV. But my OWM Sisters offer up a tantalizing
alternative, inspiration and encouragement, hugs and prayers. How could I give this up and
go back to sporadic practice? Even when I feel lost and despairing, my Sisters are there to
offer advice, a shoulder to cry on, a safe space to vent frustrations and their unconditional
SisterLove.

I’m nearing completion of Level II of my studies. One of the biggest realizations is this
"I am a Hermit". I accept this now and am in the process of cultivating this ascetic life,
taking a lot of time for myself, to go within. I shine my lamp on my own darkness, making it
less fearful than I ever imagined. And I know this too, I not only walk with Goddess, but
with an HP and a Gathering of Sisters who offer inspiration and loving support every day.
For a Solitary, I sure have a lot of people in my spiritual life............and I wouldn’t have it
any other way.

Brightest Blessings,

Ajna DreamsAwake
Ajna DreamsAwake is an Initiate of The Sacred Three Goddess school. She is an eclectic
Pagan, rediscovering Her Visionary Goddess Gifts.

